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Abstract: PeDALS is a research project investigating automated processing of large sets of
electronic records.
In PeDALS, archivists develop business rules that describe the steps involved in curating a
collection, from acquisition through description, to access and preservation. Those business rules are
then implemented in middleware. For example, acquisition rules check the integrity of file transfers.
Description rules normalize and enhance any received metadata to me administrative, discovery, and
preservation needs. Preservation rules create an archival information package for long-term storage.
Dissemination rules create a browser-friendly version of the record for public web access. The
project shifts the focus from working with records to working with rules, with the result that many
more records can be processed much more quickly.
PeDALS also seeks to develop a community of shared practice and a common technical
infrastructure. This collaborative approach will minimize the cost of developing separate,
incompatible systems and will save money through code sharing.
This presentation will summarize project findings, including insights on digital recordkeeping
practices, how archival practice was adapted based on processing a variety of digitized and borndigital collections, and efforts to develop a collaborative to support the project.
PeDALS is funded by the Library of Congress National Digital Information Infrastructure and
Preservation Program (NDIIPP). Project partners are from Arizona, Alabama, Florida, New Mexico,
New York, South Carolina, and Wisconsin.
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